
DMB ANNOUNCE OPEN BANKING PARTNERSHIP 

PWC forecasts that Open Banking will be a £7.2 billion sector 
this year, so DMB are delighted to announce their partnership 
with OB specialist - Vendreo to further extend their impressive 
suite of payment solutions. “Open Banking offers fantastic 
opportunities which our clients can now capitalise on” says 
DMB Chairman, Gary Corbett.

More...

3ANET LAUNCH “THE CONSOLE” IN MENA 

Developed in partnership with VASHouse, it’s initially available 
for telcos and SPs in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Iraq, Bahrain, 
Jordan, Palestine, and Sudan. The new platform simplifies the 
provision of VAS / content services, by offering a single access 
point with all VAS delivery prerequisites built in. Users will 
definitely find it quicker and easier to get into these markets 
from now on.  

More...

MCP IDENTIFIES NEW FRAUD TO LOOK OUT FOR 

Don’t miss this excellent interview with the vastly experienced 
Riccardo Vallero - who reveals; the current nature of malicious 
applications and how the fraudsters are now targeting 
m-banking, identity theft and crypto – due to “the insane levels”
of consent that end-users are prepared to hand over to the
bad guys.

More...
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AIMM EXTENDS DIGITAL PAYMENT REMIT 

The aimm network includes members from across the interactive 
media value chain and they’ve now launched a new working group 
for “Complimentary Digital Payment Mechanics”. The mission, to 
assess the opportunities of introducing phone paid services to 
new audiences through the deployment of alternative payment 
mechanics. Get involved this could be the future.

More...

THE 1 MILLIONTH MOBILE NUMBER ACTIVATED

Congratulations to x-Mobility as they continue to grow! This 
pioneer of the digital MVNO and Three UK’s largest CPaaS enabler, 
has just supplied their 1 millionth UK mobile number to AppVNO 
provider - Vyke. All numbers are enabled for voice and SMS as well 
as being fully portable in and out via MNP partner, Syniverse. The 
next “million celebrations” is expected in around 18 months’ time.   

More...

A SERIOUSLY FRESH PARTNERSHIP FOR TECHLAB 

Seriously Fresh Media and TECHLAB announce a strategic 
partnership to bring 100’s of classic and cult movie titles to 
TECHLAB users via their international connections and billing 
platform. The new service features CC and DCB, a streamlined 
interface with search capability, and will help to expand TECHLAB 
customer reach in the US and MENA in addition to their existing 
products in Europe.

More...
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How cybercriminals steal 
from you via carrier billing

A brilliantly simple 2 minute video from Evina 
that clearly illustrates how cybercriminals 
can use carrier billing to steal from MNOs 
– mobilepayments aggregators – mVAS
providers – and then the adnetwork.

Studio8.1 Vodcast: Ep. 20

This week Steptoe and the covid kid – AKA 
Paul Skeldon and Jarvis Todd –  discuss trust 
in technology, what it means for regulation 
and how direct carrier billing is coming to a 
car park near you.
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How to connect with seniors 
using a bulk texting service

What if your company was overlooking the 
single best way to market to seniors? 
Telemedia8.1 exhibitors Mobivate have 
the answer.  Many companies overlook text 
messages when it comes to reaching senior 
citizens. However, a whopping 90% of seniors 
use text messages to stay connected to 
others! 

Upstream expands its 
team in Brazil as it grows 
e-commerce business in
the country

With the acceleration of ecommerce, 8.1 
Member Upstream, a global specialist in 
mobile marketing automation, is expanding 
its operations in Brazil to meet growing 
customer demand.
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Chat

Looking for SMS traffic to Shortcode
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

looking for PSMS number ranges
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

UK Network, 09 PRS,bulk and premium sms, IVR and voip termination, switching .
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

Authentic – WEB – CPA – Google – Traffic
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES – for marketing, content creation & more
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

#8point1

Looking for new commercial 
opportunities in mCommerce?
Visit THE CHATROOM @ 8.1 where our 
subscribers are posting offers, services, 
requirements and even careers!

telemedia8point1.com/community-chatroom

VAS CPA media buy traffic - looking for in-house offer
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

Inhouse offer available in CPA-MVAS 15+ Geo’s all flow available
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

MOVIES / DOCUMENTARIES & SERIES for your streaming & DCB products!
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

Looking for App Resellers
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

Looking for new partners, advertisers and #DCB aggregators
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom
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